A fully polarimetric optical camera system has been constructed to obtain polarimetric information simultaneously from four synchronized charge-coupled device imagers at video frame rates of 60 Hz and a resolution of 640 ϫ 480 pixels. The imagers view the same scene along the same optical axis by means of a four-way beam-splitting prism similar to ones used for multiple-imager, common-aperture color TV cameras. Appropriate polarizing filters in front of each imager provide the polarimetric information. Mueller matrix analysis of the polarimetric response of the prism, analyzing filters, and imagers is applied to the detected intensities in each imager as a function of the applied state of polarization over a wide range of linear and circular polarization combinations to obtain an average polarimetric calibration consistent to ϳ2%. Higher accuracies can be obtained by improvement of the polarimetric modeling of the splitting prism and by implementation of a pixel-by-pixel calibration.
Introduction
The optical specular event detector, 1 an earlier, partially polarimetric imaging analyzer, demonstrated the utility of beam splitting to obtain two simultaneous and optically aligned images. The twodimensional images allowed the analysis of planar polarization at standard TV frame rates ͑30 Hz͒. In this paper we describe the extension of this principle to a fully polarimetric, high data rate, compact, Stokes four-parameter system, designated as the VISible-regime Polarimetric Imager ͑VISPI͒.
We first describe the instrument and control system in Section 2 with a brief overview of the alignment procedure in Section 3. In Section 4 we discuss the system optical modeling that is necessary to convert received pixel intensities to a Stokes parameter description of the received state of polarization. An absolute calibration procedure that utilizes an external calibrated unpolarized light source, a linearly polarizing dichroic filter, and a linear retarder ͑quarter-wave plate͒ is described; also the results of a typical calibration are presented. Some examples of polarimetric images are given in Section 5.
Instrument Description
The optical system is based on recent TV camera technology that uses a single-aperture, multipleimager design. 2, 3 A schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 1 . The heart of the system is a fouroutput beam, neutral-splitter prism assembly that was chosen to split an incoming beam into four equal output beams, independent of wavelength in the visible regime. In Fig. 1 , the fourth channel extends out of the plane of the page and is omitted for clarity. A remotely controlled zoom lens delivers an image to the image relay optics train that in turn forms four output images just beyond the four output faces of the prism assembly. A charge-coupled device ͑CCD͒ imager is placed at each focal plane. In this demonstration instrument, the imagers are coaligned to each other in orientation and image size by means of micropositioners. An appropriate polarimetric filter is chosen according to the discussion in Section 3 and inserted in front of each imager. The filters are chosen to match as closely as possible in optical path length and comprise one neutral-density filter, two dichroic linear polarizers, and a circular polarization analyzer consisting of a quarter-wave retarder followed by a dichroic linear polarizer. A bandpass filter is placed in front of the zoom lens to restrict the wavelengths to the usable regime of the quarter-wave retarder ͑550 -650 nm͒. Figure 2 shows a version of the prism that is offered commercially for color TV applications. In principle, the prism can be modified to provide achromatic retardance as a consequence of total internal reflections in the prism. Such a modification would extend the usable bandwidth of the instrument over the visible and near IR.
The cameras are Pulnix 6710 cameras with remote imager heads, square pixels, and noninterlaced digital output and digital mode control. The cameras communicate with the computer system through a bidirectional fiber-optic pair. Three slave cameras are locally synchronized to a fourth master camera, and the digital frame information is then transferred synchronously to the computer acquisition system. In the computer, a time stamp is written to each frame header and stored to a 100-Gbyte raid 0 array. An imager array consists of 640 ϫ 480, 9.0-msquare, 8-bit pixels operating at a 60-Hz frame rate. Thus the system stores data to the disk array at rates of the order of 75 Mbytes͞sec, allowing a minimum of approximately 20 min of continuous data collection. The dual-processor computer system calculates and displays polarimetric image data on line in parallel with the data storage, or off line from stored files. This system concept is covered under U.S. patent. 4 
Alignment
Arrays of imager pixel brightness are indicated by the notation
where m max ϭ 480 and n max ϭ 640 for the VISPI imagers and j indicates the camera channel. Averages over two-dimensional arrays of pixels to provide a single number are indicated by the notation ͗ j ⌿͘. The left-handed subscript is retained to maintain the distinction between pixel identification and camera channel or Stokes parameter.
For alignment, a master channel is chosen to which each of the remaining channels are aligned. Relative alignment of two channels is assessed with suitably scaled difference images that emphasize misalignment of high-contrast edges in the image. An alignment target such as the checkerboard target shown in Fig. 3 is used to present many high-contrast edges within the field of view. Any misalignment of the images appears as bright or dark bands along the high-contrast edges. Three axes of translation and one axis of rotation suffice to focus and align the imagers. The difference image technique can also be used directly to assess the alignment of scenes with high contrast and rich structure. Practical alignment accuracy achieved in this demonstration instrument with imagers mounted on multiple-axis positioner stages is of the order of one-half pixel across the image. Although this accuracy is ade- Fig. 1 . Schematic diagram of the VISPI camera head illustrating the relationships of the input bandpass filter, zoom lens, image relay optics, multiple-output beam-splitting prism, polarization filters, imagers, and micropositioners. The fourth output channel of the prism is directed out of the plane of the paper and was omitted for clarity. quate to demonstrate the principles of alignment, calibration, and polarimetric analysis in the presence of the splitter prism polarimetric activity, it is expected that a production model instrument will have the polarimetric filters and imagers factory installed, aligned, and potted in place. Such factory alignment routinely achieves one-tenth pixel alignment accuracies. Differential distortion between images is minimized because the imaging optical train is common to all images. There remains the issue of the consequences of finite numerical aperture at the prism splitter planes that can mix polarization states. However, as we discuss in Section 4, this camera has already demonstrated calibration accuracy to 2% for calibration parameters averaged over the field of view and reconstruction accuracies of 5% over the remainder of the Poincaré sphere.
The analyzing filters are rotationally aligned to their mounts through adjustment for extinction against a reference linear polarizer. More precise rotational alignment is not required as these parameters are included in the calibration fit parameters discussed in Section 4.
Calibration
In view of the definition of the Stokes parameters ͑see Appendix A͒, it is convenient to choose analyzing filters as follows:
• channel 0, a nonpolarizing neutral-density filter;
• channel 1, a linear polarizer that blocks vertically linearly polarized light;
• channel 2, a linear polarizer that blocks linearly polarized light at 45°; and
• channel 3, a circular polarization analyzer that blocks right-circularly polarized light and whose linear polarizer axis is at 135°.
• In addition to the desired polarization activity of the inserted filters, the beam-splitting prism is found to exhibit linear diattenuations and linear retardances that vary from channel to channel. The imager sensitivity is also found to depend slightly on the state of circular polarization s 3 . The linear diattenuations arise from nonideal splitting ratios at the beam-splitting planes. Linear retardances arise at total internal reflection planes that are utilized in three of the four channels. These characteristics are modeled when we apply Mueller matrix representations of simple linear diattenuators, retarders, and circular diattenuators in the appropriate order as dictated by the physical structure of the prism, filters, and imagers. After some intervening algebra in which a prism diattenuation and the succeeding prism or filter retardance is combined into one matrix, the model for each channel appears as follows: 
Channel 2:
where matrices are indicated by bold sans serif font, vectors are indicated by bold serif font, and the generalized matrix inner product is indicated by the centered dot. Here, Q inc and the rightmost Stokes vector in Eqs. ͑4.1͒-͑4.4͒ represent an incident light energy in the given state of polarization collected on a given pixel over the exposure time of the frame Q inc s ϭ ⌺. The i r ⅐ ⌺ represent the polarization state of the light absorbed by the imager pixels. Because the final analyzing filter in channels 1-3 is an ideal linear polarizer, the polarization state incident on imagers 1-3 is constant, independent of the incident polarization state. For this reason any polarization sensitivity in the imagers is seen as constant differences in sensitivity and may be absorbed into the i ␣. The i ␣ collect all the polarization-neutral attenuation effects present in the beam-splitting prism, the polarization filters, and the conversion efficiency of the CCD imagers. The i ␣ also include the conversion from pixel digital output to photometric units. The right-hand matrix in each channel includes the diattenuation i q of the prism and the retardance i ␦ of the prism ͑channels 0 -2͒ or the retardance 3 ⑀ of the analyzing filter ͑channel 3͒. Because the channel 1 analyzing filter is closely aligned with the diattenuation axes of the prism, the diattenuation parameter 1 q is omitted. In channel 3, the prism retardance 3 ␦ is equivalent to the circular polarization analyzer retarder parameter 3 ⑀ and is omitted. In the left-hand matrix in channel 0, 0 g represents the circular diattenuation of the imager response. A neutraldensity filter that is installed in channel 0 to aid the balance of the exposure levels of all the imagers is absorbed in 0 ␣. The left-hand matrix in channels 1-3 represents an ideal linear polarizer. This is justified in comparison with the other diattenuations present in the system, the restricted operating bandwidth, and the 8-bit digitizing resolution of the imagers. In channel 2, misalignment of the linear polarizer is equivalent to the retardance of the prism for the purposes of the calibration fit and is suppressed.
• We now construct a vector I of the imager responses:
where R ij ϭ i r 0j is the optical system response matrix 5 as determined by Eqs. ͑4.1͒-͑4.4͒, and O represents the individual dc offsets of the channel digitizers. The solution for the incident state of polarization is then given by
As presented, the response matrix R represents the average response over the entire imager face and yields a calibration consistent to 2%. If higher accuracies are required, it is a straightforward matter to extend this method to each pixel. For calibration, the camera system is presented with a series of known states of polarization. The camera descriptive parameters i ␣, i q, 0 g, i ␦, and 3 ⑀ are found when we fit the camera response to Eq. ͑4.5͒ using a nonlinear least-squares fitting routine. A convenient calibration procedure utilizes a uniform radiance, unpolarized light source ͑an integrating sphere͒ whose light is filtered with a linear polarization filter that is rotated through 180°. This presents a normalized state of polarization:
where POL is the orientation of the linear polarizer with respect to the horizontal. A quarter-wave plate Fig. 3 . Illustration of a high-contrast alignment target with sharp horizontal and vertical edges to highlight any misalignment between imagers.
Channel 3:
is then introduced in front of the linear polarizer and rotated through 180°while the linear polarizer orientation is held constant and vertical. This produces a normalized state of polarization:
where POL and RET are the orientations of the linear polarizer and the retarder fast axis with respect to the horizontal, and ␦ RET is the effective angular retardance of the linear retarder in the passband. ␦ RET is determined as an additional parameter to the nonlinear fit. Equation ͑4.7͒ represents a full circuit around the equator of the Poincaré sphere, whereas Eq. ͑4.8͒ with POL ϭ 90°represents a full circuit around a figure eight on the sphere with the top and bottom near the circular polarization poles and the waist at the equator. These two polarization circuits are sufficient to define the optical parameters where an appreciable fraction of the Poincaré sphere surface is sampled. 6 Although the calibration parameters presented may seem numerous and perhaps nonunique, they were constructed as a model of the physics involved and prove to model the behavior of the optics well for states of polarization over the entire Poincaré surface. In the current instrument, calibration fits of Eq. ͑4.5͒ to the polarization-state circuits ͓Eqs. ͑4.7͒ and ͑4.8͔͒ with POL ϭ 90°yield variances in the 2% regime as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. This calibration then reconstructs the polarization states for circuits ͓Eq. ͑4.8͔͒ with POL ϭ Ϫ45, 0, and 45°to 5% accuracy as shown in Figs. 6 -8.
Sample Operation
The VISPI system was taken on an airplane flight to test and demonstrate the instrument operational characteristics. Alignment of the instrument was performed in the laboratory, then transported and installed in the airplane. Alignment was checked with the instrument installed in the airplane before and after the flight and after return of the instrument to the laboratory. Practical alignment of the scene shown is maintained to the order of one-half pixel as discussed in Section 3. The airplane flew at approx- imately a 2000-ft ͑610-m͒ altitude with a nominal incidence angle of 28°and a field of view of 36°as shown in Fig. 9 . The camera system was mounted sideways in the aircraft such that the plane of incidence was horizontal in the images, and the flight direction was from right to left over the terrain. The Sun was at an elevation of 28°and azimuth 207°east of north. In Figs. 10 and 11 the flight path is east with the Sun to the right rear of the flight path as indicated in the figures. Figure 10 collects the standard Stokes parameter images. In the ⌺ 0 irradiance image ͑upper-left panel͒, it is apparent that the view shows a collection of fields, some that are planted and some that are plowed. The predominant green color in the s 1 image ͑upper right͒ indicates that linear polarization orientation is near horizontal in the image consistent with the orthogonal direction of the Sun. As indicated in Fig. 10 , the s 2 image ͑lower-left panel͒ shows a mixture of modest amounts of positive and negative oblique polarization. Note that the sense of the oblique polarization discriminates between the plowed and the planted fields. The s 3 image ͑lower right͒ also indicates modest amounts of circular polarization that depend on the condition of the fields. In Fig. 11 the upper-left panel shows the derived orientation of the plane of polarization that accentuates the distinction between the plowed fields, and the planted fields and freeway. In the remaining panels, it can be seen that the degree of plane polarization ͑lower-left panel͒ is highest for the plowed fields and lowest for the freeway surface. The lower-right panel indicates that the degree of circular polarization for this scene is quite low.
Summary
A VISPI instrument has been designed and implemented that is able to obtain four polarimetric spatially resolved images of a scene simultaneously and in real time along the same optical axis with good alignment accuracy and resolution. This ability minimizes blurring and distortions as well as missed detections that are due to rapid scene changes. The instrument is compact, with no moving parts, currently operating in the visible as a passive imager, but can be easily modified for active operation. The capability to obtain four different views of the same scene, together with embedded processing software to combine and process those images making use of recognized polarimetric phenomenology, allows a fieldoperable system that can enhance images in real time for improved field vision. The current instrument has 640 ϫ 480 pixels in each Stokes parameter image, a 2% calibration, 5% reconstruction over the Poincaré surface, and a nominal operation at a 60-Hz frame rate. Improvements to the prism beamsplitter design are being pursued in an effort to optimize the polarimetric activity of the prism for detailed polarimetric analysis. Basic alignment, calibration, and measurement modes have been described that are sufficient to set up the VISPI system in an absolutely calibrated, fully polarimetric data-acquisition and display mode. Because the Stokes parameter description of the state of polarization comprises four linearly independent quantities, these parameters can be profitably used either as independent inputs to clutter removal techniques 7, 8 or possibly to other target signature identification schemes. 9 -18 Such uses are currently being pursued. Implementation of variations on the data reduction and display scheme appropriate to new interpretations of the data is straightforward under the data-acquisition and control architecture.
The operation of this prototype instrument has been demonstrated in field conditions in the acquisition of synchronized images from rapidly changing scenes. In future papers we will discuss use of this instrument in the enhancement of visibility of selected targets.
Appendix A
Mueller calculus is used here to analyze the polarization state of the incoming light 19 as it is well suited to irradiance measurements and the description of par- tially polarized light. In this calculus, the polarization state is described by the four-element Stokes vector ⌺, whereas the Mueller matrix M describes the effect on the polarization of an interaction of the light with an optical element or system or with a scattering system.
The Stokes vector is defined as follows:
where ⌺ 0 . . . ⌺ 3 are the four linearly independent Stokes parameters defined by the indicated combinations of flux measurements with each of the following ideal polarizers placed in front of a radiometer: P H , horizontal linear polarizer; P V , vertical linear polarizer; P 45 , 45°linear polarizer; P 135 , 135°linear polarizer; P R , right-circular polarizer; and P L , left-circular polarizer.
The orientation of linearly polarized ͑or planepolarized͒ light is specified by the orientation of the plane of vibration that contains both the electric vector E and the propagation vector k. Orientation angles are measured counterclockwise from the horizontal axis from the observer's point of view. Optical right-circularly polarized light is defined such that the electric vector at a given plane in space appears to rotate clockwise as the wave approaches the observer. This definition is equivalent to the definition that the tip of the electric vector of a rightcircularly polarized wave describes a right-handed helix in space. The various degrees of polarization are given as follows: The construction, alignment, calibration and initial testing of this instrument have been supported by TRW.
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